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2019 LOOK BOOK

It gives us great pleasure to introduce
you to our 2019 Look Book, showcasing
the newest and most innovative range
from the Sporting Hares line up.

Based on a vision of products that
perform both on and off the fields
of Great Britain, we are committed
to a continual journey of quality craftsmanship,
stunning designs and market-leading materials.

All our best,

SPORTING HARES







BEAUCHAMP BLAZER
flatteringly british

The Flagship product of the Sporting Hares brand, the Beauchamp Blazer
is an unmistakable showcase of fine tailoring.

Crafted from a superior wool-blend for endurance whilst a luxurious taffeta-silk
lining offers incomparable comfort and style.A trademark velvet

under-collar in the brand’s colours completes a
master-class of British styling.

UK 8 - 16
EU 36 - 44
US 4 - 12

RRP £155.00

Royal Teal Huntsman Red Paddock Green Dark Charcoal

Deep Blue





WINDERMERE GILET
Suede that beats the elements

Crafted from a genuine, velvet suede theWindermere Gilet
offers all-round weather protection.A DurableWater Repellent (D.W.R.)
membrane is applied to the suede to bead precipitation off and away from

the wearer whilst a synthetic down ensures optimum insulation and breathability.

A faux fur collar coupled with the trade mark velvet under-collar completes.

UK 8 - 16
EU 36 - 44
US 4 - 12

RRP £85.00

Navy BlueHoneyTan





ALDERBURY JACKET
Innovation. Simplicity.

At the heart of what we do is the fuse between innovation and style.

The Alderbruy Jacket is our newest addition with the powerful D.W.R. membrane,
copious amounts of synthetic down for optimum insulation,

and a semi-tailored fit for full manoeuvrability.

Deep pockets with a faux fur inner collar complement a taffeta-silk lining
for an all-round, go-to jacket.

UK 8 - 16
EU 36 - 44
US 4 - 12

RRP £125.00

Gunmetal GreyMidnight Blue





VICTORIOUS BREECHES
sumptuous fleece lined

The newVictoriousThermal RidingTights feature a sumptuous fleece
lining to promote optimum insulation in cooler conditions.

A four-way stretch material ensures that the riding tights
fit to the contours of the rider whilst allowing maximum movement in the saddle.

Strategically-placed silicon knee-grips complete a performance riding tight.

Onyx Black
*more colours coming 2019

UK 8 - 16
EU 36 - 44
US 4 - 12

RRP £49.99





FENTSONS EYEWEAR
premium wooden frames

Handcrafted from premium cuts of select wood,The Fenston
range is a tasteful twist of timeless styling

with a daring new, modern material in eyewear frames.

Each frame is unique in the way the wood naturally forms and the hand-moulding process involved.
Carefully fitted with maximum protection, powerful Polarised lenses

and spring-loaded hinges to ensure a comfortable, premium frame that
sits on the face without hindrance.

Dark Walnut with Azure Blue Lenses
Distressed with Ice Blue Lenses

RRP £70.00

Dark Walnut Distressed





SPORTING SOCKS
premium british socks

Our premium Sporting Socks turn an everyday item in to a highly desirable, must-have
product with the highest qualities used during manufacturing. Produced in the heart of England to exacting

standards, our Sporting Socks are far more than just ‘socks’.

Strategically-placed support panels combine with a small degree of Lycra® to produce a feeling
of incomparable comfort on each and every step.

Plus, since 2012, we have been proud to commit 10% of the sale of our Sporting Socks to
The Against Breast Cancer charity (Reg. No.: 1121258) with a Pink Ribbon on each

sock signifying their truly worthy cause.

One size fits all.

RRP £15.00

Made in Great Britain

Aubergine &
Greenery

Gunmetal &
Rosé

Sapphire &
China





COLLECTION HAT
limited edition

Our Limited Edition Collection Hats have become an iconic item amongst
the equestrian yards, shooting grounds and farms of Great Britain.

A go-to accessory for all seasons offering full protection from sunshine and precipitation
thanks to the powerful D.W.R. Found in all of our weather-wear.

Adjustable brass buckle completes.

One size.

RRP £20.00

Navy Blue





SHOTGUN HOLDER
an innovation in shooting

Designed to reduce the fatigue and stress experienced by the body from carrying
a shotgun for long periods of time, our innovative Shotgun Holders safely and securely

hold the shotgun in place next to the waist of the shooter, ready for immediate use.

The simplistic design will hold both 12-bore and 20-bore, Over and Under and Side-by-Side.

Crafted from a genuine, treated cow leather with intricate contrast stitching for a subtle
yet perfectly aesthetic style.

All Shotgun Holders come supplied with a full-adjustable canvas and leather strap,
Sporting Hares pouch and premium leather wax.

Dark BrownHoney Tan Rogue Black

Right Hand
Left Hand

RRP £169.00
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